### ACCOUNTING

- Wiley practitioner's guide to GAAS 2007: covering all SASs, SSAEs, SSARs, and interpretations

### ARCHIVES

- Business ratios and formulas: a comprehensive guide
- Dynasties: fortunes and misfortunes of the world's great family businesses

### BUSINESS

- ASP.NET 2.0 illustrated
- Dictionary of computer and Internet terms
- Find it online: the complete guide to online research
- Google and the myth of universal knowledge: a view from Europe
### Student guide to research in the digital age: how to locate and evaluate information sources

---

### CULINARY ARTS

- **Alton Brown's gear for your kitchen**
- **Best of the best. [Vol. 9]: the best recipes from the 25 best cookbooks of the year**
- **Classic Scandinavian cooking**
- **Cooking with aphrodisiacs [videorecording]**
- **Daisy cooks!: Latin flavors that will rock your world**
- **Dough: simple contemporary breads**
- **Easy entertaining: ver 250 stress-free recipes and sensational styling ideas**
- **Fiamma: the essence of contemporary Italian cooking**
- **Fonda San Miguel: thirty years of food and art**
- **Good eats with Alton Brown. Pantry raids [videorecording]**
- **Good eats with Alton Brown. The ripe stuff [videorecording]**
- **Gordon Ramsay: the biography**
- **Jacques Pépin: Fast food my way 2 [videorecording]**
- **The Lee Bros. Southern cookbook: stories and recipes for southerners and would-be southerners**
- **Libellus de arte coquinaria: an early northern cookery book**
- **Party cakes**
- **A passion for parties**
- **Puff pastry perfection: more than 175 elegant recipes for appetizers, entrees & sweet confections made with ready-made, refrigerated puff pastry dough**
- **Sanjeev Kapoor's Khana khazana: celebration of Indian cookery**

---

### DISPUTE RESOLUTION

---

### ECONOMICS

- **The end of the line: how overfishing is changing the world and what we eat**
- **The money men: capitalism, democracy, and the hundred years' war over the American dollar**
- **Sport in consumer culture**

---

### EDUCATION & EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
| Advanced teaching methods for the technology classroom |
| Distributed problem-based learning: studies of a pedagogical model in practice |
| Fast web (tm) college gold: the step by step guide to paying for college |
| Games and simulations in online learning: research and development frameworks |
| Healing stories: picture books for the big and small changes in a child's life |
| Science of parenting: practical guidance on sleep, crying, play, and building emotional well-being for life |

**FICTION**

| Frank Capra's It's a wonderful life [videorecording] |

**FINANCE & INVESTING**

**FINE ARTS**

| Black and beautiful: how women of color changed the fashion industry |

**GEOGRAPHY, HISTORY & TRAVEL**

| The Appalachians [videorecording] |
| Australia |
| Baghdad burning II: more girl blog from Iraq |
| Encyclopedia of North Carolina |
| Fodor's 07 New Orleans |
| Fodor's see it. Prague. |
| Footprint Brazil |
| History in the making: an absorbing look at how American history has changed in the telling over the last 200 years |
| Kansas [videorecording] |
| Let's go. Costa Rica on a budget. |
| The master plan: Himmler's scholars and the Holocaust |
| Midwest USA [videorecording] |
| New Zealand |
Provence A-Z
The Tourism and leisure industry : shaping the future

Top

HOSPITALITY STUDIES

Top

JUVENILE FICTION

Adoption
Attack of the prehistoric Pokemon
Come!!! : There is poetry in the bag!
Dinosaur hunters
Look inside your body
The Magic School Bus inside the human body
On my own : helping kids help themselves

Top

JUSTICE & PUBLIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION

The C.S.I. effect

Top

LANGUAGES

Top

LAW

Paralegal career for dummies

Top

LITERATURE

Top

MANAGEMENT

Beyond the mission sttement : why cause-based communications leads to true success
MARKETING

Marketing planpro [interactive multimedia] : 7 steps to creating a winning marketing plan
Measuring marketing : 103 key metrics every marketer needs

MATH & SCIENCE

MEDICINE

How fat works
Understanding and managing your child's food allergies

PHILOSOPHY & PSYCHOLOGY

QEP

RELIGION

SOCIAL SCIENCES

All alone in the world : children of incarcerated parents
Amnesty after atrocity? : healing nations after genocide and war crimes
Europe at the crossroads : will the EU ever be able to compete with the United States as an economic power?
Food fight! : the battle over the American lunch in schools and the workplace
Gun show nation : gun culture and American democracy
Healing invisible wounds : paths to hope and recovery in a violent world
Mind-set! : re-set your mind and see the future